
This activity makes a really colourful tote bag! You 
can buy our fat quarter fabrics or use your own to 

  create a fashionable tote bag in your favourite pattern. 

Craft your own tote bag
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Step 1: Cut a piece of fabric that is 34cm high x 70cm wide (or 
             as wide as your fat quarter). You will be left with a 
             strip of fabric that is 16cm high by approx. 70cm wide. 
             Cut this down the centre so that you are left with two 
             handles that are 8cm wide and 70cm long.  

What you’ll need:

Step 2: Fold each handle lengthways, edge to edge, and pin. 
             Stitch down the long side of each handle with a 1cm 
             seam allowance. Turn through and press.
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Step 3: Make a bag by folding the remaining fabric in half, wrong
             sides together. Pin in place. Stitch together with a 1cm seam
             allowance. Trim half of the seam away. Turn the bag through
             so that the right sides are together, poke out the corners and
             press seams. Pin the edges together then stitch another 1cm
             seam allowance (this is called a French seam where you won’t
             see any raw edges!).

 

Step 4: Keep the bag right sides together, pin handles to each 
             side 7cm from the edge of the bag. Stitch in place 5mm  
             from the edge of the fabric.

 
Step 5: Turn the top of the bag down by 1.5cm twice so that no raw 
             edges are showing and press in place. Pin and sew as close 
             to the seam edge as possible.

 

Step 6: Turn the bag so right sides 
             are out. Bring the handles  
             out and press. Pin handles in  
             place and make a box stitch
             over the handles on the bag.
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